
ORDER REGULATIONS FOR 
TENANTS’ ACTIVITY ROOMS 

 

1 § These rules concern Domus Arctica -säätiö’s (DAS) activity rooms in Rantavitikantie 4, Kuntotie 8, 

Anninportti B-house and Ratakatu 6. There are special equipments and athletics equipments 

bought by tenant’s committee. These rules must be followed by everyone using these rooms.  

 

2 § The activity rooms are meant only for DAS tenants. Everyone uses the equipment at their own 

risk. Users must inform all the faults and misuse they discover to Domus Arctica -säätiö so that 

DAS can start repairing equipment and/ or close the room temporarily and also to be able to 

take action against the misuse. 

 

3 §  DAS has given the special key for the activity room users. The key is personal and it is not 

allowed to give it forward. The price of the key deposit will specified yearly. Key must be 

returned to DAS customer service immediately after tenancy agreement ends or when tenant 

wants to cancel the usage of the room. Using fee will be specified yearly and billing starts when 

tenant receives the key and ends when the key is returned.   

 

4 § The responsible for activity room (named by the tenant’s committee) and DAS personnel have 

the right to check keys from those who are using the activity room. If tenant loses the key it 

must be informed to DAS immediately. 

  

5 § Activity rooms are in use every day from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.. Lights have been adjusted for that time 

only. The using time has to be followed without question. 

 

6 § In the activity room tenants must always: 

- keep the doors locked 

- take into consideration other users in the room 

- handle the equipment (e.g. weights) without unnecessary noise 

- return the equipment after using to its right place 

- take care of the general tidiness and comfortable atmosphere 

 

7 § Using the activity room and entering the room is supervised. Any action against the order 

regulations will lead to loosing the right to use the room and loosing the key deposit and possibly 

other consequences. Disciplinary actions will be decided by DAS and tenant’s committee.  

 

 

Rovaniemi 11.9.2012 

Joint meeting of the tenant’s committee 

 

 


